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Objectives 

∙ Discuss best practices in addressing the complex 

and diverse needs of ELs within the context of the 

multi-tiered system of support (MTSS) framework. 

 

∙ Become aware of culturally/linguistically-responsive 

intervention and assessment practices that should 

be used in order to make special education 

eligibility decisions in a manner that distinguishes 

learning difficulties from cultural/linguistic 

differences 



Agenda  

∙ Key Terms and Changing Demographics 
∙ Our Ethical and Legal Obligations 
∙ Second Language Acquisition 
∙ Acculturation 
∙ Developing Language and Literacy for 

Culturally/Linguistically Diverse Students within a 
MTSS Framework 
∙ Tier 1 - Core/Classroom Instruction 
∙ Tier 2 - Targeted Interventions 
∙ Tier 3 - Intensive Interventions, Including SLIFE students 

∙ Special Education Eligibility-critical assessment 
questions 
 



Federal and State Guidance 

 US Department of 
Education -   English 
Learner Tool Kit  

 Michigan Department of 
Education - Guidance 
Handbook for Educators of 
English Learners with 
Suspected Disabilities  

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/english-learner-toolkit/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/english-learner-toolkit/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/english-learner-toolkit/index.html
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf


 

Key Terminology and 

Changing Demographics 



 

 

Popular Acronyms/Terms  

Associated with Culturally and Linguistically 

Diverse Students 

● EL  – English Learner 
  
● LEP  – Limited English Proficient (Old and replaced Federal 

Definition) 
 

● ESL  –  English as a second language  
 

● ESOL – English to speakers of other languages   
 

● CLD/LCD - Culturally and linguistically diverse  
 

● Language Minority students 
 









Students with Limited or Interrupted 

Formal Education  



 

Our 

Professional 

and Legal 

Obligations as 

School 

Psychologists 



Instructional and assessment risks for ELs  

 What are some educational risks for 

ELs? 

 What is our role in preventing them? 

 What are some limitations of 

achievement and ability 

standardized  assessments? What 

can we use instead?  

 



Disproportionate Representation  

• The assessment and placement process of ethnic  
minority and CLD students for SPED services has been 
controversial for the past 30 years 

• Language status as a factor has received little 
attention in the special education disproportionality 
research   

• ELs are very heterogeneous with respect to their 
abilities in L1 and L2  

• Law requires that students are assessed in a non-
discriminatory manner including using L1  



IMPORTANT! 

Effective educational practices for ELs should 

be implemented in the Multi-Tiered System of 

Supports (MTSS) framework 

 

The focus of this presentation is NOT a 

comprehensive overview of MTSS but the 

additional practice and considerations for 

English learners  



All data needed for a possible 

evaluation should  be collected 

from the moment the child walks 

into your school and continue to 

be collected systematically 

across tiers of support 
 

 

 

 

 



Assessment Process of ELs 

• At best, a work in progress 

• At worst, a biased and damaging 

process 

• Legal requirements are primarily 

reactive and they establish minimal 

standards  

 



Assessment Issues  

• Most practitioners recognize the unique challenges but 

they don’t have effective solutions  

• Practitioners often distilled these challenges to efforts 

to overcome the linguistic barriers ( a very narrow and 

erroneous approach) 

• The nature and influence of cultural factors on test 

performance are in no way less of a concern  

• Non-discriminatory assessment requires that 

considerable attention be paid to the profound and 

dynamic influences of both language and culture  



Questionable Assessment 

Practices 

• Use of untrained interpreters 

• Insufficient or inadequate language proficiency testing 

• Intellectual and academic assessments conducted only 

in English  

• Language proficiency is not seriously taken into account 

in special education assessment… English language 

problems that are typically characteristic of Second 

Language learning (poor comprehension, limited 

vocabulary, grammar, and syntax errors, and problems with 

English articulation) are misinterpreted as handicaps  



Most Frequent Reasons for EL 

Referrals   

• Oral language – unable to 
understand and/or follow directions 
• Poor academic achievement  
• Reading problems 
• Writing problems 
• Behavior problems 
• Low attention span 
• Social-emotional difficulties 
• Overall learning difficulties  

 
  



For many EL, typical behaviors 

associated with second-language 

acquisition and the process of 

acculturation may be 

misinterpreted as language and/or 

learning disabilities  



  

Equal Education Opportunities 

Act of 1974: 
 This civil rights statute prohibits states from 

denying equal educational opportunity to an 

individual on account of his or her race, color, 

sex, or national origin. The statute specifically 

prohibits states from denying equal educational 

opportunity by the failure of an educational 

agency to take appropriate action to overcome 

language barriers that impede equal 

participation by its students in its instructional 

programs. [20 U.S.C. §1203(f)] 

 

Our Legal Obligations 



Court Case Outcomes 

●Lau v. Nichols (1974) 

○ Where the inability to speak and understand the English language 

excludes national origin minority group children from effective 

participation in the educational program offered by a school district, 

the district must take affirmative steps to open its instructional 

program to these students. (35 Federal Regulation 11595) 



Court Case Outcomes 

●Castañeda v. Pickard (1981) 

●The case established a three-part test to evaluate the adequacy of a 

district's program for EL students:  

(1) is the program based on an educational theory recognized as 

sound by some experts in the field or is considered by experts as a 

legitimate experimental strategy;  

(2) are the programs and practices, including resources and 

personnel, reasonably calculated to implement this theory effectively; 

and  

(3) does the school district evaluate its programs and make 

adjustments where needed to ensure language barriers are actually 

being overcome? [648 F.2d 989 (5th Cir., 1981)] 



Court Case Outcomes 

● Plyler v Doe (1982) 

○ This law makes it illegal to ask a child or parent about 

legalization status. 

○ You may not require a social security number to enroll 

students. 

○ Immunization records cannot prevent a student from enrolling. 

○ District can only require proof of birth (can be a signed 

affidavit) and proof of residency 



Federal Law Requirement to Serve ELs 

● District must: 

○ Identify 

○ Assess  

○ Serve (Provide comprehensible input) 

○ Evaluate 

○ Notify parents/guardians 

    FOR ALL EL STUDENTS 



Federal Law is Violated If: 

• Students are excluded from effective participation 
because of their inability to speak English.  

• EL students are placed in Special Education 
because of their lack of English skills.  

• Inappropriate ESL programs are in place 

• Slow English Language Acquisition 

• Program is “dead-end track” 

• Parents do not receive school notices and 
information in language they can understand.  

 



 Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 
(IDEA) 

● Section 614 (b) (6) 

 States can no longer require local education 

agency (LEA) to use the (IQ-Achievement) 

discrepancy formula for identifying Learning 

Disability (LD) 

● Section 614 (b) (5) 

  … a LEA may use a process that determines if the 

child responds to scientific, research-based 

interventions as a part of the evaluation process 

 



Individuals with Disabilities Education Act 

(IDEA) 

 

● Special rule for eligibility determination: In making a 
determination of eligibility under paragraph (4) (A). 
A child shall not be determined to be a child with a 
disability if the determinant factor for such 
determination is: (A) lack of appropriate instruction 
in reading, including in the essential components of 
reading instruction; (B) lack of instruction in math, 
or (C) limited English proficiency 

 



Second Language Acquisition 



Second Language Acquisition 

 
▪ Second language acquisition is similar, although not identical, 

to first language acquisition 

 
▪ It is a developmental process which takes time 

 
▪ It is impacted by a number of individual variables and 

especially system-level assessment and instructinal practices 
 
 
 
 

 



BICS and CALP  

Basic Interpersonal Communication Skills (BICS):  

The communicative capacity that all children acquire in order to 
be able to function in daily interpersonal exchanges.   

 

Cognitive/Academic Language Proficiency (CALP): 

That dimension of proficiency in which the learner manipulates 
or reflects upon the surface features of language outside the 
immediate interpersonal context.   

       Brown, 2000 

 



 BICS                  CALP                                   
      

• Conversation 

• Concrete  

• Context embedded 

• Nonverbal cues 

• Can clarify meaning 

• Familiar concepts 

• 2-3 years to acquire 

• Jokes – a special 

case  
 

• Lectures/Texts/Tests 

• Abstract 

• Context reduced 

• Few non verbal cues 

• New ideas/concepts 

and language 

• 5-7+ years to acquire 

(newest research may 

indicate up to 11 years) 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waCR-Cdm6tM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waCR-Cdm6tM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waCR-Cdm6tM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waCR-Cdm6tM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waCR-Cdm6tM
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=waCR-Cdm6tM


Second Language Acquisition 



Myths of Second Language 

Acquisition 

• When learning ESL, the L1 and L2 should be kept 

separate within home and school environments 

• ELLs should try to speak English at home 

• EL students should be taught in special education 

settings to receive differentiated instruction  

• Having a L1 other than English puts students at-risk of 

underachievement 

For additional myths and explanations go to: link 

 

 

 

 

 

http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/curriculum/guides/esl/myths_reality.pdf
http://www.ed.gov.nl.ca/edu/k12/curriculum/guides/esl/myths_reality.pdf


Longitudinal Research 



Acculturation 
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Cultural Transmissions 

 EXPLICIT TRANSMISSIONS:  those behaviors 

which are spoken (e.g. “stick to your own kind, 

“family first”, use of language, “under my roof”) 

 TACIT TRANSMISSIONS:  those behaviors 

which are hidden or unspoken and at times, 

unknown (e.g. communication patterns, 

fostering competition) 



           
       
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 Home culture            School culture 
 

Story Telling 
 
Direct commands 
 
Simultaneous Conversation  
 
Interdependence 
 
Multi-tasking 
 
Authoritarian 
 
Authority through relationships 
 
Relationship 
 
Improvisation 

 

Print Literacy 
 
Indirect commands 
 
Turn Taking 
 
Independence 
 
Single tasking 
 
Democratic 
 
Authority through title                         
 
Task Completion 
 
Standardization 

 



5 points to remember… 

1. Culture, language, ethnicity and race are not the 

only determinants of one’s values and behaviors 

2. Within group differences are important as across 

group differences 

3. Culture is not static 

4. Discussions of culture are typically framed in 

terms of differences 

5. Everyone is the product of one or more cultures 



Quadric-modal acculturation model (Berry, J.W. 1980; 1984) 



Measuring Acculturation 

There are various tools 
for measuring 
students’acculturation 
levels. 
 
See Catherine Collier’s 
(2016) Acculturation 
Quick Screen as an 
example.    

http://www.k12.wa.us/MigrantBilingual/pubdocs/AQSIII2016.pdf
http://www.k12.wa.us/MigrantBilingual/pubdocs/AQSIII2016.pdf
http://www.k12.wa.us/MigrantBilingual/pubdocs/AQSIII2016.pdf


Pre-referral Considerations- 

System Level  

If student failure can be attributed to the 

teacher’s lack of understanding of diversity, the 

use of inappropriate curriculum or materials, or 

ineffective instructional practices, than referrals 

to special education are unwarranted. Efforts, 

instead, should focus on modifying the school 

context and instructional  programs.  



 
Tier 1 – Core Instruction  

Changing Academic Expectations 

Emphasis on 

Rigor, 

Relevance, and 

Ready  

for Col lege and 

Career 



Importance of Tier 1  

A report by the National Academy of 

Sciences concluded that the best venue  

for reducing disproportionate 

representation in both special education 

and gifted education programs is 

improvement in the core elements of 

classroom instruction in the early grades 

(Donovan & Cross, 2002) 



Tier I: Characteristics of Effective Schools for 

EL 

High expectations of all students 

Developmentally appropriate curriculum 

and materials 

Value students’ culture and language 

Support native language development 

Services and extra-curriculars to serve and 

include ELLs 

Facilitate home/school/community 

collaboration, communication 

Data-driven shared decision making 



The Core  

• Rigorous and appropriate curriculum 

• Comprehensible instruction 

• Appropriate assessment (linguistically) 

• In a welcoming, engaging environment 

 



 

Welcoming Environment 

• Do you want me here? 

• Am I valued in your classroom? School? 

• Do you recognize the knowledge I bring 

with me? 

• Am I safe?                    



                   Environment 

• Ethnic studies for 

students 

• Celebration of holidays 

• Multimedia 

• Hiring of staff 

• Encourage and 

support L1  



How’s Your District Supporting 

ELs? 

H E R E  I S  A N  E X A M P L E  

http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/getting-know-our-families%E2%80%99-cultural-and-social-assets-view-dearborn-mi
http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/getting-know-our-families%E2%80%99-cultural-and-social-assets-view-dearborn-mi


Communicating with EL 

• Nonverbal Language is important 
• Use gestures and facial expression 
• Rate of Speech  
• Model language for students 
• Use the Buddy system 
• Silent period  
• Visuals 
• Wait time 
• Use various strategies 

http://www.colorincolorado.org/article/language-acquisition-overview


Appropriate Speech 

• Slower rate  

• For beginners; for advanced 

and transitional students, use a 

normal rate of speech 

• Use pauses 

• Enunciate clearly  

• Explain idioms 

• Use clear, straightforward 

language with visual 

representations 

• Paraphrase  

• Repeat  

• For low English proficiency 

students, use simple sentence 

structure.   



Tier I: School Programs for ELLs 

 Two-way Bilingual Education, 

Bilingual or Dual Language 

Immersion 

 Late Exit or Developmental Bilingual 

Education 

 Early Exit or Transitional Bilingual 

Education 

 Newcomer classrooms, Sheltered 

English, Structured Immersion, or 

Content-based ESL 



Sheltered Instruction  

(SIOP) in a nutshell 

 

Sheltered Instruction is an approach to making content 

accessible to ELLs while simultaneously developing 

language skills through 8 components (30 features) that 

help all students to better understanding content 

 

1. Lesson Preparation        5. Interaction            

2. Building Background 6. Practice Application 

3. Comprehensible input 7. Lesson Delivery 

4. Strategies   8.  Review and Assessment 

 



Tier One Big Ideas: Michigan Guidance Handbook for 

Educators of ELs with Suspected Disabilities 

1. Is the student receiving the necessary 

supports to succeed? 

2. Does the classroom teacher implement 

effective instruction for ELs on a consistent 

basis? 

3. Has the classroom teacher received 

training to implement effective practices? 

4. Does the EL teacher support this EL 

student? 
 



Tier One Big Ideas: Michigan Guidance Handbook for 

Educators of ELs with Suspected Disabilities – Continued 

5. Are the curriculum and instruction implemented with 

the necessary intensity and frequency to allow 

improvement in student’s skill level? 

6. Are adjustments made in curriculum and instruction 

based on progress monitoring data? 

7. Do the student’s teachers provide linguistically, 

academically and culturally appropriate learning 

environment at all times? 

8. Have the teachers received professional 
development to provide linguistically academically, 
and culturally appropriate learning environments for 
ELs? 
 

 



How does that apply to you?  

 Is the curriculum in your district know to be effective for 

ELs?  

 Has the core curriculum adapted to meet the students’ 

language proficiency and academic needs?  

 Is the environment conducive to the learning of all 

students?  

 Are multicultural perspectives represented and valued? 

 Example Ohio department of education: Checklist 2 and 

Checklist 1  

 

http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Other-Resources/English-Learners/ELL-Guidelines/Guidelines-for-Referral-and-identification-of-1/ELL-SWD_partII.pdf.aspx
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Other-Resources/English-Learners/ELL-Guidelines/Guidelines-for-Referral-and-identification-of-1/ELL-SWD_partI.pdf.aspx
http://education.ohio.gov/getattachment/Topics/Other-Resources/English-Learners/ELL-Guidelines/Guidelines-for-Referral-and-identification-of-1/ELL-SWD_partI.pdf.aspx


Addressing Systems Challenges 

Contributing factors 

 Educators’ beliefs about 

school and schooling 

 

 Negative perceptions 

 

 

 

 

 Cultural mismatch leading to a 

lack of connectedness to the 

learning and the learning 

community 

Potential Solutions 
 

 Examining our own beliefs  

 

 Providing a counter narrative 

 Providing responsive, 

relevant and rigorous 

instruction 

 

 Providing clear expectations 

and foster relationships 
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Academic Skills  English Language Development  

Focus  For all students, INCLUDING ELL  

Program  Scientific, Research-based core literacy 

program  

Scientific, research-based core literacy 

program – enriched with ESL strategies 

(e.g. SIOP). Any ESL pull-out should not 

interrupt core content.  

Grouping  Multiple grouping formats to meet student 

needs  

Multiple grouping formats to meet 

student needs 

based on diverse learning needs  

Time  Minimum of 90 minutes per day provided daily in reading 

Minimum of 50-60 minutes per day provided daily in math 

Implement 6-8 weeks  

Assessment  Benchmark assessments at beginning, 

middle, and end of the academic year  

Progress monitoring every 6-8 weeks 

based on individual students’ ELP  

Interventionist  General education teacher  General education teacher and ESL 

teacher  

Setting  General education classroom  



 MTSS - Tier 2 and Tier 3  

ADJUSTED FOR 

ENGLISH 

LEARNERS  



Long term needs - Tier 1  

 Foundational literacy skills (phonemic 

awareness and phonics) - appropriate for 

temporary Tier 2 or Tier 3 intervention 

(Vaughn et al., 2006) 

 Language acquisition, grammar, 

vocabulary - years of support via Tier 1 

(Dixon, Zhao, & Shin, 2012) 



Before considering Tier 2 ask:  

 Are the areas of identified deficit(s) targeted in an explicit 

and comprehensible manner in Tier 1?  

 Are the assessments (universal screeners and progress 

monitoring) completed in a culturally and linguistically 

responsive manner? 

 What evidence of literacy/reading skills do we have in the 

native language (ONLY when appropriate given adequate 

opportunities)? 



Addressing the language and literacy needs 

of English learners  

1. Linguistically and culturally responsive instruction in 

Tier 1 is most important (fluency, vocabulary and 

comprehension skills would be most effectively 

developed using core content instructional materials)  

2. If the student is at grade level on reading screeners, 

continue with classroom supports (building 

background, explicit vocabulary instruction, 

interactions, checks for understanding)  

3. Most SLIFE will need experience MULTIPLE 

instructional needs and supports need to be carefully 

and strategically planned and delivered.  



Remedial Reading Interventions for English 

Learners  

4. If the student is below/significantly below benchmark level on 

reading assessments, consider supplemental interventions 

English language development and/or Reading  

a. check English language proficiency levels (if the student 

is newcomer - provide English language development 

interventions in which literacy skills are embedded)  

b. if the student has established intermediate oral language 

proficiency consider reading interventions that are 

designed for native English speaking students  

5. Frequent review of data is critical to make the most 

appropriate instructional decisions in a timely manner 

 



Avoid Wait-to-Fail Strategy!   

Time is NOT on your side – detect early and intervene 
immediately and appropriately!   

 

Strong Tier 1(i.e., SIOP) is critical!  

 

Focus on prevention and remediation of academic and 
behavioral difficulties by conducting fair and timely 
assessments of student performance to identify instructional 
needs  

 
  



Expertise is needed in the following areas:  

 Cultural and linguistic diversity and informed 

parent participation  

 Effective instruction in Tier 1, Tier 2 and Tier 3  

 Assessment and interpretation 

 Appropriate comparison and normative samples  
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Similarly-Acculturated 

Peers’ Median score 

Monolingual Peers’ 

Median score 



Interventions 

 Specific, research based and appropriate for ELs 
 Delivered with fidelity by qualified staff 
 Implemented for sufficient amount of time 
 Changes made based on PM data  
 English language development interventions and 

support need to focus beyond literacy 



Explicit Teaching of Oral Language  

 Importance of intensive oral language 

instruction and a focus on motivating the 

learners 

 What works for teaching struggling readers 

in English can benefit Els BUT with 

modifications 

 Include BOTH language and literacy 

learning opportunities  
 

 National Literacy Panel on Language Minority Children 

and youth (August @ Shanahan, 2006) 

 
 

 



Literacy and ELs  

 Language and literacy skills in first language matter! 

 Alphabetic languages share some similarities  

 Transfer is not automatic and needs to be explicitly 

taught 

 Phonological awareness (Spanish 22 sounds vs. 

English 44 sounds) - evaluate what skills does the 

student have and what needs to be developed  

 



71 71 71 
Important Intervention Considerations for ELs  

● Important facts regarding the reading skill 

development of ELs: 

 

❑Most ELs do not have significant difficulties 

developing the foundational skills (phonemic 

awareness, alphabetical principle) in a timely manner; 

many have the skill in their L1 and need to learn the 

differences between L1 and L2  

❑However, ELs take much longer to develop adequate 

fluency, vocabulary and comprehension which is a 

function of many factors including Oral Language  
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And the result is …. 

 

 

And the result is…. 
    Too much information –   

    working memory overload! 
● Implications:  

● Students who have developed comprehensive phonics skills need 

ample opportunities to develop language proficiency and fluency 

(including reading fluency) 

● ELLs need vocabulary instruction that focuses on targeted 

vocabulary and semantic knowledge  

● Instructional input needs to be comprehensible (students must 

understand the essence of what is said to them) 

● Growth trajectories in reading vary by oral language proficiency 
(Keiffer, 2008)  

Although many ELLs develop phonemic awareness and phonics, 

their fluency development tends to lag behind (Linan-Thompson 

&Vaughn, 2007) 
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While reading connected 
text ELLs need to: 

• Decode accurately and fluently  

• Read high-frequency words 

• Have adequate vocabulary and 
semantic skills (the meaning of 
words and phrases)  

• Know grammar and syntax  (word 
forms such as nouns and verbs)  

• Know morphology (parts of words 
that express meaning, e.g. “s” for 
plurals) 

• Know Language pragmatics 
(understanding the social rules of 
communication) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Higher order reading skills 
of ELLs are influenced by:  

• Reading skills in native language  

• Background knowledge 

• Vocabulary  

• Comprehension strategies 

• Interest  and cultural relevance of 
the text 

• Language proficiency 

73 73 

                  

Why Is That The Case? 

 



Research Limitations for ELs 

●Research on early reading interventions with EL is 

limited 

●Research does not necessarily account for the 

language proficiency of the English learner 

●Concerns about whether literacy instruction is 

profitable with student at the beginning stage of 

language development   

 

Vaughn, S. & Linan-Thompson, (2004).  Research Based Methods on 

Reading Instruction: Grades K-3.  



 The progress of EL in some areas of 

reading will always be a function or 

their English language oral 

proficiency  

 PM data should be interpreted in 

that context and compared to other 

ELs with similar levels of English 

language proficiency  

 



Cognitive Model 
McKenna & Stahl  

                  
Phonological 
Awareness 

Print Concepts 

Decoding 
and Sight 
Word 
Knowledge 

Fluency in 
Context 

Vocabulary  

Automatic 
Word 
Recognition 

Knowledge 
of Text and 
Sentence 
Structures 

Background 
Knowledge 

General 
Purposes for 
Reading 

Specific  
Purposes 
for Reading 

Knowledge of 
Strategies for 
Reading 

Strategic 
Knowledge 

Language 
Comprehension Comprehension  

Each box can be assessed and the 

outcome of the assessment leads to 

potential intervention target. 



Additional Considerations 

❑Whenever possible administer DIBELS Next/AIMS 

measures to Newcomer ELs  in English and Native 

language  

 

❑Some students may need targeted/intensive social 

emotional supports and/or explicit instruction on US 

school norms, rules and expectations 

 

 



Bilingual Students 



Group 0 –  

English Language Development  
Group 0: English Language Development  

Newly Enrolled 

Students  

IPT Oral Score of 1 or 2  

Previously Enrolled 

Students 

Quick IPT – Oral Score of 1 or 2  (Quick IPT is done with 

students who had OTELA score of Listening and/or 

Speaking score of 1 or 2) 

Name  Current Oral Score – IPT or Quick IPT  
    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    



DIBELS Groupings   
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Instructional 

Area    

 Academic Skills  English Language Development  

(pull-out) 

Participants    Students identified with marked deficits  who 

have not responded to Tier I efforts OR have 

skill deficits due to missed  instruction  

English Language Learners who are at the    

prefunctional, beginning, or 

intermediate level of ELP  

Program  Programs designed and employed to supplement 

Tier I by targeting specific skill deficits 

(phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary, comprehension)  

Always provided in addition to Tier 1  

ELD core programs designed for ELL  

and targeting all 4 language domains 

(listening, speaking, reading and writing) 

Always provided in addition to Tier 1 

Homogeneous 

Grouping  

Based on similar skill  area deficit  and level 

small group instruction ( up to 1:5)  

Based on similar  ELP level  

small group instruction 

Time  Implement for a minimum of:  

-30 minutes per day  

-3 x per week  

-9-15 weeks  

Follow up with PM data review  

Implement for a minimum of:  

-30 minutes per day  

- 4-5 x per week 

-During the course of the school year 

Modify as appropriate  

Assessment  Progress monitor weekly on target skill to 

determine skills level and rate of improvement  

Review progress every 6 weeks to make 

appropriate changes  

Progress monitor monthly using oral 

language rubrics or follow assessment 

guide  and materials provided as part of 

core ELD curriculum  

Interventionist  Personnel determined by the school  Personnel qualified to work with ELL  



How about Math?  

 Math is NOT an universal language, the problem 

with math is often reading 

 Different math conventions and instruction 

 Explicit instruction, modeling, feedback and 

vocabulary support  



Arabic Numerals: 0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9 
  



Math Resources  

Mathematical notation comparisons between U.S. and Latin 

American Countries 

 

Modern Arabic Math Notations 

 

Making Math Accessible 

 

Math Instruction for English Learners - Colorin Colorado  

 

http://www.csus.edu/indiv/o/oreyd/acp.htm_files/todos.operation.description.pdf
http://www.csus.edu/indiv/o/oreyd/acp.htm_files/todos.operation.description.pdf
http://www.csus.edu/indiv/o/oreyd/acp.htm_files/todos.operation.description.pdf
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modern_Arabic_mathematical_notation
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Modern_Arabic_mathematical_notation
https://books.google.com/books?id=uLlQZgfeWU8C&pg=PA45&lpg=PA45&dq=math+operations+and+symbols+across+countries&source=bl&ots=13tOZbfdLv&sig=m7TFklgIMOujMrC_UNDWysbtVIc&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjq5-ao6N_QAhUYS2MKHd2sA9Y4ChDoAQgxMAc#v=onepage&q=math%20operations%20and%20symbols%20across%20countries&f=false
https://books.google.com/books?id=uLlQZgfeWU8C&pg=PA45&lpg=PA45&dq=math+operations+and+symbols+across+countries&source=bl&ots=13tOZbfdLv&sig=m7TFklgIMOujMrC_UNDWysbtVIc&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwjq5-ao6N_QAhUYS2MKHd2sA9Y4ChDoAQgxMAc#v=onepage&q=math%20operations%20and%20symbols%20across%20countries&f=false
http://www.colorincolorado.org/search-page?s=math
http://www.colorincolorado.org/search-page?s=math
http://www.colorincolorado.org/search-page?s=math
http://www.colorincolorado.org/search-page?s=math
http://www.colorincolorado.org/search-page?s=math
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Collaboration and Coordination is a Must  

• Collaboration between all educators delivering Tier I and Tier II 

instructional services is critical (we need to work with our students’ 

teachers and other service providers) 

• Coordination between all targeted interventions addressing problem 

areas is imperative 

• Adding interventions without team planning and a clear rationale  

may have negative impact on student progress 
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Potential Issues with the   

Intervention Process 

● Limited documentation of specific interventions 

● Limited documentation of student results (skill level and progress) 

● Interventions not specific to identified academic difficulties  

● Interventions were abandoned prematurely (insufficient time) or 

discontinued inappropriately in spite of good progress  

● Intervention intensity not appropriately modified (increase or increase 

intensity)  

● Interventions not research based/validated for Els  

● Not appropriate for student’s ELP 

    and/or acculturation level 

 



Tier III – Individualized 

Interventions for ELLs  



Students with limited or interrupted formal 

education (SLIFE) 

1. Often have not developed age-appropriate literacy/reading 

skills in their first language 

2. Lack grade level cognitively demanding academic 

language proficiency  

3. Need language, content areas and literacy support 

4. Most teachers working with SLIFE students are not 

prepared to meet their foundational literacy needs 

5. EL are highly heterogeneous group and interventions need 

to be carefully designed  



89 89 89 Individual Problem Solving Team 
Regularly scheduled team meetings should actively   

involve the following individuals: 

●Parent(s) 

●Administrator 

●Content areas teachers 

●ESL teacher 

●Intervention providers 

●School psychologist/ESL school psychologist  

●Interpreters  

●Cultural/linguistic broker 

●Speech and language pathologist 
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Ethnic Validity 
● Ethnic validity is: 

○ The degree to which problem identification and problem solving are 
acceptable to the client in respect to the client’s belief and value 
systems, as these are associated with the client’s ethnic /cultural 
group (Barnett, Collins, Coulter, Curtis, Ehrhardt, Glaser, Reyes, 
Stollar, & Winston, 1995).  

 
● Determine the ethnic validity of:  

○ Problem-solving process  
•Acceptable forms of communication and address 
•Family expectations for education and parent involvement 

○ Problem identification 

○ Goals 

○ Possible interventions  
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Record Review 

• Quality and quantity of education in home country 

• Proficiency in home language(s) 

• Method of flight 

• Preschool experience 

• Number of years in the U.S.  

• Health record  

• Attendance  

• Bilingual or ESL support over time 

• Previous classroom performance 

• Types of instructional modifications and adaptations 

• History of implemented intervention and the student’s response  

• Validity of concerns across teachers and settings  

91 



Parent and Student Interviews 

●Include other caregivers with relevant information 

(extended family) 
●Family history 
●Educational history 
●Questions such as: 

○What is the family proud of? 

○What is the language of choice in the home? 

○What family believes is the most important things to learn? 

○Family experience in education? 

○Oral and Literate Fluency of the family in their native language 

●Note: Do not use child as a translator! 

● Sample interview available in Michigan DOE - Guidance Handbook 

for Educators of English Learners with Suspected Disabilities  

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
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Instructional 

Area     

 Academic Skills  English Language Development  (ELD)  

(pull-out instruction) 

Participants     Students identified with marked deficits,  who have 

not responded to Tier I and Tier 2 efforts OR have 

significant skill deficits due to missed  instruction or 

other background variables  

English Language Learners who are at the    

prefunctional, beginning, or intermediate 

level of English Language Proficiency (ELP) 

and have not demonstrated expected growth 

OR have significant needs due to 

background variables  

Program  Systematic, intensive scientifically based 

interventions targeting specific skill deficits 

(phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency)  

Always provided in addition to Tier 1  

ELD core programs designed for ELL 

targeting oral language development and 

some reading areas  

Always provided in addition to Tier 1  

Homogeneous 

Grouping  

Based on similar skill deficit area and level  

small group instruction (1:1, 1:2, or 1:3)  

Based on similar  ELP level and skill deficits  

small group instruction (1:1, 1:2, or 1:3)  

Time  Implement for a minimum of:  

Total of 60 minutes (2x 30 min) per day  

-5 x per week  

-9-15 weeks  

-In some cases intervention may last for several months if needed 

Review progress monitoring data every 6 weeks and make necessary changes  

Assessment  Progress monitor twice per week on target skill to 

determine skills level and rate of improvement  

Review progress every 6 weeks to make appropriate 

changes  

Progress monitor monthly using oral 

language rubrics or follow assessment guide  

and materials provided as part of core ELD 

curriculum  

Interventionist  Personnel determined by the school  Personnel qualified to work with ELL  



Special Education Eligibility  



Federal Special Education Law 

Current Practices for Identifying LD (IDEA) 

● Section 614 (b) (6) 

 States can no longer require local education agency 

(LEA) to use the (IQ-Achievement) discrepancy 

formula for identifying Learning Disability (LD) 

● Section 614 (b) (5) 

  … a LEA may use a process that determines if the 

child responds to scientific, research-based 

interventions as a part of the evaluation process 

 



Documentation for Determining the Existence of 

Specific Learning Disability  
 
● Required parent notification 
● (A) Inadequate achievement in one or more academic 

areas, when provided with appropriate learning experiences 
and instruction  

● (B) Response to scientific research-based intervention 
● (C) Patterns of strengths and weaknesses 
● (D) Exclusionary factors  

(a) A visual, hearing, or motor disability; 
(b) Mental retardation; 
(c) Emotional disturbance; 

 
● (E) Underachievement not due to a lack of appropriate 

instruction 
● (F) Observation 
● (G) Medical findings  
 

(d) Cultural factors; 

(e) Environmental or economic 

disadvantage; or 

(f) LEP 
 



Documentation for Determining the Existence of 

Specific Learning Disability  
 

● Required notification 
○ Refer to  Tier II and Tier III meetings documentation 

● (A) Inadequate achievement in one or more 
academic areas, when provided with appropriate 
learning experiences and instruction  
○ Refer to RtI for ELLs checklist Tier I components (instruction 

and assessment data) 

● (B) Response to scientific research-based 
intervention 
○ Refer to Tier II and Tier III intervention meetings notes, 

intervention plan statements, individual student graphs with an 
appropriate peer comparison 

 
 

 



Documentation for Determining the Existence of 

Specific Learning Disability 

● (D) Exclusionary factors  
○ (a) A visual, hearing, or motor disability  

○ (b) Mental retardation 

○ (c) Emotional disturbance 

○ (d) Cultural factors  

• Refer to cross -cultural checklist, parent, teacher and student interviews, 

student cumulative file  

○ (e) Environmental or economically disadvantage   

• Refer to RTI for ELL checklist  and Bank’s checklist and appropriate peer-

comparison data 

○ (f) LEP  

• Refer to student’s ELP scores and progress over time compared to 

similarly acculturated peers  

 

 



Documentation for Determining the Existence of 

Specific Learning Disability 

● (E) Underachievement not due to a lack of appropriate instruction 

○ Refer to cumulative file (attendance), parent and student interviews (previous 

schooling), and RtI for ELLs checklist for additional information about 

instruction and interventions  

 

● (F) Observation –  

○ Collect evidence for the student’s performance in the context of the learning 

environment 

 

● (G) Medical findings  

○ Refer to parent and student interviews, cumulative file to rule out any medical 

issues  
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Special Considerations 

● Cultural Factors 

o Parent’s understanding of special education, in terms 
of process and service delivery 

o Cultural understanding of what a disability means 

 

• Over- and Under-Representation in Special 
Education 

o  Delays in noting difficulties 

o  Schools sensitive to the possibility of misidentification 
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Data-Based Decision Making:  

Analysis of Two Key Areas 

Environmental 
Variables 

Climate (e.g. high 
expectations, safe and 

orderly, positive 
home/school, community 

relationships 

Quality of Tier I instruction 
and Tier II interventions 

Individual Student 
Data 

Determine skill levels and rate 
of progress by analyzing 

individual graphs displaying 
student performance over time, 

goal, aim line, trend line 

Other factors impacting 
performance such as 
behavior, attendance, 

health 
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Behavioral Observations 

• Is behavior consistent across all academic settings?  

• What is the relationship between behavior and 
academic and linguistic demands?  

• Compare child’s behavior to similar peers. 

Academic 
environment 

• Is the behavior present at home?  

• What are the cultural norms and beliefs regarding 
that behavior?  

• What is the sibling’s performance in the same area?  

Home 
environment 

• Does the behavior change in social situations?  

• Does the use of native language affect the behavior?  

• Compare the child’s behavior to typically developing 
similar peers.  

Social 
situations  
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Teacher Interviews 

●Curriculum 

●Adaptations 

●Expectations 

●Groupings 

●Guided vs independent work 

●Instruction/behavior management 

●Progress monitoring 
● Sample interview available in Michigan DOE - Guidance 

Handbook for Educators of English Learners with Suspected 

Disabilities  

http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
http://www.michigan.gov/documents/mde/ELs_with_Suspected_Disabilities_Guidance_Handbook_-_2017_558692_7.pdf
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Important Individual Differences 

 Estimating Level of Acculturation 

●Number of years in U.S. 

●Number of years in district 

●Years in ESL/bilingual Program 

●Bilingual proficiency 

●Native language proficiency 

●English language proficiency 

●Ethnicity/National origin 

●Percent of student’s group in school 

 

Refer back Catherine Collier AQS (2016) 
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● Difference between student’s performance and similar 
peers using local/state/national norms in relevant domains 
on direct performance measures 

● Significant discrepancy in rate of progress under research-
based instruction and interventions of increasing intensity 
in comparison to peers.  

● Documented adverse impact on educational performance 

● Documented need for specially designed instruction and/or 
related services in order for child to obtain an appropriate 
education 

105 

In the Evaluation Process We Need to Document…  



Similar Peers Comparison  

Similar peers comparisons for both skill levels and rate of 
improvement through on-going progress monitoring 
measures across different intervention intensity   

 

Similar peers 

• Same age and/or grade level  

• Same home (first) language  

• Same number of years in US schools  

• Similar language proficiency and acculturation 

• Similar previous and current instructional experiences 
and supports  

 

AIMSweb EL rate of improvement norms 

 

 

http://www.aimsweb.com/wp-content/uploads/ELL_Profile_Reports_and_Norms_Development_Guide.pdf
http://www.aimsweb.com/wp-content/uploads/ELL_Profile_Reports_and_Norms_Development_Guide.pdf


Documentation 

• Includes cultural and linguistic background as well as 

age, grade, time in U.S. schools, and other relevant 

information of the target child for decision-making was 

included. Description of the family members, as well as 

demographic information of other students and staff in 

the school/district and classroom were included. 

Demographic data of student population in 

school/district is provided in graphic, chart, or table form.  



Rubric Domain: Progress 

Monitoring Data Graphs 

• Progress-monitoring data across 

various tiers of intervention is provided 

in graphic form and includes appropriate 

peer comparison data.  



Case Examples 

Look at these examples. 

What’s missing? What 

questions would you 

ask? 

 

 



The target student, Pilar (red squares), is reading 
approximately 20 correct words per minute.  

Typical bilingual, similarly acculturated peers (black 
triangle), are reading more words per minute as 
compared to Pilar. 

Monolingual, native-English speaking peers (blue 
circles) are reading significantly more words per 
minute than the target child.  

With just some additional 
small-group instructional 
support, Pilar begins to 
make progress at rate in 
which she eventually 
catches up to both 
bilingual and monolingual 
peers. 

Aimline 



• When looking at the data, did this 

student respond to the 

intervention?  

• As compared to similarly 

acculturated peers, did this 

student need more individualized, 

intensive supports ? 

Case Example--Pilar 



Carlos is given more 
intensive, individualized 
support. However, he 
continues to make little 
progress as compared to 
similarly acculturated 
bilingual peers. 



• When looking at the data, did 

this student respond to the 

intervention?  

• As compared to similarly 

acculturated peers, did this 

student need more 

individualized, intensive 

supports ? 

Case Example--Carlos 



Validating the Problem Situation 

• See examples 
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Maria: Validation PSF
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Angela- Validation of PSF
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Include Similar Peers 

• How are similarly 

acculturated 

peers performing 

compared to 

target child? 
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Similarly-Acculturated 

Peers’ Median score 

Monolingual Peers’ 

Median score 
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Similarly-Acculturated 

Peers’ Median score 

Monolingual Peers’ 

Median score 
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● Difference between student’s performance and similar 
peers using local/state/national norms in relevant 
domains on direct performance measures 

● Significant discrepancy in rate of progress under research-
based instruction and interventions of increasing intensity 
in comparison to peers. 

● Adverse impact on educational performance 

● Need for specially designed instruction and/or related 
services in order for child to obtain an appropriate 
education 

12

3 

In the Evaluation Process We Need to 

Document…  
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How do we know? 

● Collect progress monitoring data in addition to 
benchmark data 

 

● Validate existing concerns by examining multiple 
measures 

 

● Within these measures, analyze ROI compared to 
monolingual and similarly acculturated peers 

 

● Re-examine progress in English language proficiency 

12
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Maria - Nonsense Word Fluency
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Maria: ORF
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Documentation Questions 

 

● Is there a significant difference between Maria’s performance and 
similar peers using local/state/national norms in relevant domains 
on direct performance measures? 

 

● Is there a significant discrepancy in Maria’s rate of progress under 
research-based instruction and interventions of increasing intensity 
in comparison to peers? 

 

● Is there an adverse impact on Maria’s educational performance? 

 

● Does Maria need specially designed instruction and/or related 
services in order for her to obtain an appropriate education? 
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Documentation for Determining the 

Existence of Specific Learning Disability 

● (D) Exclusionary factors  
○ (a) A visual, hearing, or motor disability  

○ (b) Mental retardation 

○ (c) Emotional disturbance 

○ (d) Cultural factors  

• Ensure you have considered cross-cultural factors, parent, teacher and 
student interviews, student cumulative file  

○ (e) Environmentally or economically disadvantaged   

• Ensure you have appropriate peer-comparison (local and national) data 

○ (f) LEP  

• Refer to student’s ELP scores and academic/behavioral progress over time 
compared to similarly acculturated peers  
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Documentation for Determining the Existence of 

Specific Learning Disability 

● (E) Underachievement not due to a lack of appropriate instruction 

○ Refer to cumulative file (attendance), parent and student interviews (previous 

schooling), and consider ESL/Bilingual Education supports for additional 

information about instruction and interventions  

 

● (F) Observation –  

○ Collect evidence for the student’s performance in the context of the learning 

environment – does  the environment meet this students’ needs as compared 

to other students of similar cultural and linguistic background. 

 

● (G) Medical findings  

○ Refer to parent and student interviews, cumulative file to rule out any medical 

issues  

 



ELs and Behavior Concerns 

 Considerations 
 1. Have Cultural norms been explored to determine possible reasons 

for behavior? 

 Non-negotiables? 

 2. Are there clear expectations of school norms? 

 3. Has the student received explicit instruction of school norms (teach, 

model, practice)? 

 4.  Have additional, appropriate and individualized interventions been 

put in place? If so, does this target child require more individualized, 

intensive instructional supports than those with similarly, acculturated 

backgrounds in order to be successful?    
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Behavioral Observations 

 Home environment:  What is the family’s normal 
routine, tasks the child performs 

 Academic environment 

 Social situations 

 Observe child in natural environment, in comparison 
to same culture, typically-developing peer: arrange a 
play date 

 Any change in behavior when using native 
language? 

 What are norms about independence, 
communication, styles of interaction, gestures 
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Specially Designed Instruction for ELs 

Specially designed instruction should be provided in addition to 
the core ESL/ELD instruction to English learners with 
disabilities.  

The following should be included:  

 Clear, specific and measurable goals 

 Name or detailed description of interventions 

 Duration  

 Frequency   

 Setting  

 Individual delivering intervention 

 Description of measurement and recording techniques 

 Progress monitoring schedule 

 Measurable outcomes 
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Intervention Implementation 

    Important: intervention has to match identified skill deficits 

and language proficiency 

 

“Providing a blanket intervention to all students 

regardless of the needs of the children is 

contrary to the premise of RTI, which promotes 

the use of instruction that responds to student 

needs.” 

 
• Linan-Thompson & Ortiz, 2009 
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Take into consideration that. . .  

●“Children’s seeming 

‘unpreparedness’ for mainstream 

schooling is only a measure of the 

rigidity and ignorance of our school 

system which creates a handicap 

out of social and cultural differences  

•(Trueba, 1991, p. 153).” 



“Stop asking me if 
we’re almost 
there; we’re 
Nomads, for 
crying out loud.” 
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Many Thanks to You!! 



Free Resources and Tools 
 Michigan Department of Education: Title III - English 

Learner & Immigrant Education Programs includes 

resources such as the English Learners (ELs) With 

Suspected Disabilities Guidance Handbook. 

http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-

81376_51051-252886--,00.html 
 

 Colorín Colorado website offers a wealth of bilingual, 
research-based information, activities, and advice for 
educators and families of English language learners 
(ELLs). http://www.colorincolorado.org/ 

http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.michigan.gov/mde/0,4615,7-140-81376_51051-252886--,00.html
http://www.colorincolorado.org/


Free Resources and Tools 
●The Newcomer Tool Kit is designed to help U.S. educators; 

elementary and secondary teachers, principals, and other 

school staff who work directly with immigrant students—

including asylees and refugees—and their families. 

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/newcomers-

toolkit/index.html 

 

●The Center on Instruction offers materials and resources 

for English Language Learners that help educators improve 

academic outcomes for diverse learners and those diverse 

learners with learning disabilities. 

http://www.centeroninstruction.org/topic.cfm?k=ELL 

 

 

https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/newcomers-toolkit/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/newcomers-toolkit/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/newcomers-toolkit/index.html
https://www2.ed.gov/about/offices/list/oela/newcomers-toolkit/index.html
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/topic.cfm?k=ELL
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/topic.cfm?k=ELL


Free Resources and Tools 

 Language and Reading Interventions for 
English Language Learners and English 
Language Learners with Disabilities” resource 
manual developed by Center on Instruction: 
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-
and-reading-interventions-for-english-
language-learners-and-english-language-
learners-with-disabilities 

 
 The Center for Applied Linguistics is a nonprofit 

organization promoting access, equity and 
mutual understanding  for linguistically and 
culturally diverse people around the world. 
http://www.cal.org/ 

 
 

 

http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
http://www.centeroninstruction.org/language-and-reading-interventions-for-english-language-learners-and-english-language-learners-with-disabilities
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Web Resources 

 The National Clearinghouse of English 
Language Acquisition works to support the 
mission of the U.S. Department of Education’s 
Office of English Language Acquisition in 
meeting the needs of ELs in schools. 
http://www.ncela.us/ 

 
 Michigan Teachers of English to Speakers of 

Other Languages: http://www.mitesol.org/ 
 

 National Association for Bilingual Education : 
http://www.nabe.org/ 

 

http://www.ncela.us/
http://www.mitesol.org/
http://www.nabe.org/
http://www.nabe.org/

